Caption Competition
Come up with the funniest caption for this photo tonight and win a bottle of
wine. Write your caption on a slip provided and post it in the competition box.
Good Luck! - One entry per person please.
Judging will
be performed
by the
Editor, with
help from
the
committee
and the
winning
caption will
be
announced at
the end of
the
evening.

Winner of the August’s Caption Competition was Mrs Editor

“Hum, I thought you said this was
tea we’re drinking”
Please send your photos, electronic or hard
copy (which will be returned) to the Editor for
selection in next month’s edition.
P.S. Please don’t send images sourced from
publications / the Internet, as they are
Copyright protected and SAM can’t afford the law suit!
This month’s picture was provided by Noami Roberts taken on the a day out
with the family.
If you would like your picture here please send them in.
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editor@suffolk-advancedmotorcyclists.com
Disclaimer
The articles published herein do not
necessarily represent the views of the
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Group. They are the opinions of
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SAM is a registered
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Chairman’s Chat
Dear Reader,
Welcome to the October edition of our S.A.M.
magazine. As this arrives through your letter box we
will be just a few days away from the October group
night where Kevin and Julia Sanders will be our guest
speakers, I’m really looking forward to hearing all
about their adventures, this should a jolly good
evening and I hope you’re able to come along.
At the time of writing this article we are also looking
forward to the Copdock Bike Show. As well as record
breaking weather being predicted we have a record
number of volunteers from S.A.M. either offering their time to promote the
group or helping with the motorbike parking. My thanks to all those who have
so kindly volunteered, it’s always a great display of S.A.M. planning and team
work.
David and I were lending a helping hand at the Copdock Bike Show long
before we joined S.A.M. and I still have very vivid memories of my son, about
9 years old at the time, helping out with the bike parking and being particularly
precise with how the bikes should be parked. The vision engraved on my mind
is of him instructing a leather clad, hairy Hell’s Angel, by the look on this
chaps face I knew that if it was anyone other than a 9 year old lad, he would
have told Tim what he could do with the small square of plywood that he was
offering!
Despite being full of good intentions, I haven’t been out on my motorbike as
much as I’d like. So to get away on the bikes for a long weekend, as we did
recently, was a very welcome treat. Our long weekend in North Yorkshire has
become a bit of an annual pilgrimage, we always go with friends, we always
stay at The Pines in Ingleton and we always have a fantastic time. I will never
tire of riding the roads through the Dales and the Forest of Bowland. Every
year the Wensleydale Creamery in Hawes has a more extensive range of
cheeses. Along with the traditional Wensleydale I can thoroughly recommend
the Wensleydale with Ginger but please don’t ask to sample mine, it’s far too
nice to share!!
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The Pines in Ingleton is ideally situated for touring the Dales and the Lake
District, the proprietors Tim and Gloria will do everything within their power
to make your stay enjoyable and in addition to the very comfortable guest
accommodation they are more than happy to store motorbikes in their garage,
this last trip saw 9 bikes snuggled up together overnight. If you would like any
further details please feel free to ask me or visit their website
www.pinesingleton.com
Be safe, be happy and remember the system (IPSGA)

Beverley

Secretary’s Scribbles
October 2011
I didn’t manage to get too much
motorcycling in, in September. It started
well, with my annual August Bank Holiday
pilgrimage to Cadwell Park for the British
Superbike races. On the way up, my
normally
impeccably
behaved
bike
(headlight bulb blowing excepted) began to
behave like an automatic. No it didn’t change
gear by itself, but large handfuls of throttle
were met with lots of revs but little
acceleration. The clutch was on the way out. I’ve since found out that 40,000
miles for a BMW dry clutch is not unusual and many go a lot earlier than that. I
got home but couldn’t find anyone who could do the work before late
September. It’s a big job and way beyond my spannering abilities, so I had to
wait.
So September has been a month of much cycling to and from work and boy
will I be glad to get back to powered two wheeling. I’ve had enough of being
pushed into the gutter by miserable commuters who want everyone else to
suffer the traffic jam misery they are having. Cycling is great when you have a
choice, but not when you are forced to do it.
I thought salvation had arrived when I was asked to evaluate an electric scooter
for work. I say evaluate, we had already bought the bike, but before letting
important staff risk their lives on it, they asked me to do a risk assessment for
it. Things started quite well, with a full battery (after 8 hours charging) I made
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it home, despite the 20 mph top speed (the manufacturers say 20 mph, but as it
doesn’t have speedometer, that’s just a guess…. I did have cyclists overtaking
me). The other thing the manufacturers say, is that it has a twenty mile range.
That is definitely a lie. About seven miles into my ten mile journey, the bike
suddenly died and I found myself with a scooter that I really did have to
“scoot” (children’s scooter style). Sorry, but if that’s the cutting edge in electric
vehicle technology, then I want to stick to dear old pollution making petrol. At
least on the bike I don’t spend all my time looking nervously at the fuel gauge,
wondering if I’ll get home or not.
As I’m sure you know, this year, SAM will not be holding a Christmas Party.
As a possible alternative, I was considering inviting everyone to a pub in
Ipswich for a bit of a drink and chat before Christmas. (I don’t mean I’m
paying for the drinks!) Not an official SAM event, but just a chance to chat and
maybe plan a few long trips for 2012 (which surely will have better weather
than this year). If you’re up for it, then let me know and we’ll settle on a venue.
If you’ve got any good ideas on where to meet, then also let me know – it must
be easy to get to by public transport, not too busy, probably with food
available, have good beer and be the kind of place that would let people like
me in.
All the best.

Martin.

CARING SAM
We at SAM like to pride ourselves on having a very
good and highly regarded club. We know when things go
right but how will we know if they do not? This is
something we would like to address and our Vice
Chairman Karl Hale, as part of his role is now appointed
customer service / complaints point of contact. If there is
something that is lacking with the club or something you
as a member (associate or full) have experienced within
the club and would have rather not, please contact Karl.
Your views can then be brought to the attention of the
committee or dealt with more discretely. Either way you will be informed of
the plan or outcome. You can contact Karl on 01359 241552 or
vicechairman@suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com
email
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New Members
A warm welcome is extended to our most recent new associate members:
Clinton Smith

Alan Miller

If anyone else has joined us and not had a mention yet, let the Editor know and
we will put that right

IAM Test Passes
This month two members has passed their Advanced test.
Congratulations to:
Kenny Court
Bev Lambert

his Observer was
her Observer was

Leia Dowsing
Tony Chyc

When you pass your advanced test please let
Derek Barker or Susan Smith know.

Membership Fees for 2011
Full Member £20.00
Associate £139 - Skills for Life
Includes the current issue of “How to be a Better Rider” and your IAM Test fee
for new members.
Expenses to Observer for observed rides is £10.00
Joint Full Members £23.00
Membership entitles you to 1 Newsletter per couple and to attend monthly
Group meetings which will encompass both riding and safety techniques,
speaker on interesting and varied subject, Group rides at weekends and
evenings and the fellowship of like-minded people.
Please support us by renewing and helping the Group to flourish in the cause of
safer motorcycling.
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Dear Sam
Just a little note for the next news letter, anyone reading the August SAM news
letter may have got the impression that my wife Jean was the third original
member, although she has always supported the group she doesn't ride a bike,
if there was a category for advanced pillion riding I am sure she would qualify
admirably but the third original member is one of our observers and friend of
mine Steve Milbourne.

Sonnie Westley.

Social Rides
Please note that it is you, the rider, who is deemed to be in control of the
vehicle at all times during an Observed Run and during all other Group
activities and that the Committee of Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclists cannot
and do not accept any liability whatsoever for any injury to person or damage
to vehicle occurring in the course of any rally or other event organised by the
Group. Any member attending such an event does so entirely at his or her own
risk and must maintain their own insurance to cover any said injury to person
or damage to vehicle and must be riding a road legal vehicle, having valid road
tax, insurance and MOT certificate (if applicable).
Participants on S.A.M social rides are advised of the Events Committee’s
guidelines as follows:
You will be expected to provide a suitable means of carrying a map / the route
If possible, have breakdown cover for your machine.
Be responsible for your own safety
Rides will commence promptly at the published departure time.
Have a FULL tank of fuel
No more than 5 in a group.

1600GT vs 1600GTL
Ah well, never black and white is it.
Took the 1600GT out first. It was quite blustery and we hit a rather heavy rain
storm. Did Motorway then town and A roads.
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Both very 'info overload' to set up menus for different suspension, pillion,
luggage etc.
Set up both bikes for pillion and road comfort i.e. not rain or sport mode. I
guess you get used to setting up the menu eventually, just like anything new.
I took the GT out on my own first to get used(!) to it.

GT.
Bad points: found that where I wanted the screen set for max. comfort against
wind I had to look at the top edge of the screen which made it a tad awkward
(but eventually altered the screen to a very reasonable compromise). Found the
gear box rather clunky/noisy. Speedo a crock of shit - at the speeds I was doing
the needle is down in the bottom left hand corner and on the left hand side of
the console, difficult to glance at. I ended up using the sat nav for speed as this
is directly in front of you and it is very easy to glance at.
Good points: smooth engine, comfy. A pleasure to drive but with pillion it feels
rather top heavy when you are stopped. Mirrors shed loads better than my
Sprint.

GTL
Bad points: as above and had to use the speedo as someone had pinched the sat
nav. Riding position moving more towards a Harley, very laid back. Not a
pleasant riding position for going around country lanes. Good points. As above,
much more comfy on motorways as seat is lower and screen higher so you can
look 'through' the screen. Hilary said it was the first bike she had been on she
would consider going to the lakes on!
Overall I think we both agreed that the GT (with top box) would be the better
bet. I guess it is like cars, there is no one car that does the jobs you want it to
do. What I did find amazing was that I did all the driving with my visor open,
so you can see that the screens were very effective. Obviously we didn't try the
sport/rain modes etc. but both bikes were 'trialled' under the same conditions.
Would I buy one? Yes. (GT) but certainly not until next year and probably get
an ex demo. Oh yes, and I found lack of front wheel vis a tad unnerving!
Paul Kennedy
Wales
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The SAM Forum
Just a quick reminder to everyone that the SAM Forum exists, and is open to
all SAM members to read and participate in. On the forum you will find all the
routes for breakfast and chip runs, along with links to the routes on Google
Maps. There are also areas where you can discuss
discuss everyday riding, preparing
for the IAM test, events, ride-outs,
ride outs, the running of SAM and much more.
For those of you already registered, don’t forget that it is not only an area to
read about SAM activities etc. but you can take part in any discussions. So
don’t be shy, get typing with your questions, thoughts, opinions. All we ask is
that everyone keeps things polite and respectful, whichever side of the fence
you may sit on a particular subject.
If you haven’t already registered, just fire up your internet
internet browser and point it
at: http://www.suffolk-advanced
advanced-motorcyclists.com/forum
motorcyclists.com/forum
Mike Roberts – SAM Website Administrator

“The SAM Observer” Cover
Photo
Calling all of SAM’s photographers out there. Photos are required for ‘The
SAM Observer’ cover, which I am sure you must have spotted is in full colour.
So if you have a cracking shot that has
ha one or more
motorcycles in it, is all your own work, and you think it
would look good
good on the cover, I’d be very pleased to
see it.
There is now a special topic on
the SAM Forum where you can
show small copies of potential
magazine cover photos for all to see. (Just look in the
Members Only section) Full instructions and
requirements are listed there. I can’t promise to use all,
some, or any of the photos posted, but you may get a call
from me asking for the original file from your camera.
Mike Roberts – SAM Website Administrator
The SAM Observer October 2011
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November’s Breakfast Run
Sunday, 6th November
Promenade Café
The Pier
Southwold
Tel: 01502 722105
Ride Co-ordinator: Chris Smith (01206 251946)
Meet at Beacon Hills Services (Junction of A14 / A140) at
9.45am for a 10am departure
Leave the services and head North on the A140
Turn right onto the B1078 to Coddenham. Continue on B1078
At T junction, turn right onto B1078/B1079. Turn left back
onto B1078. Continue on B1078, crossing the A12, to Tunstall.
In Tunstall Turn left onto B1069 through Snape
At T junction Turn right onto A1094 to Aldeburgh
Turn left onto B1069 to Leiston,
Continue through Leiston onto B1122 through Theberton
Turn right onto B1125, Westleton / Blythburgh
At Blythburgh continue North onto the A12
Turn right onto A1095 to Southwold
At mini Roundabout turn left, café is on right hand side of pier.
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Who do you think you are…?.
The committee came up with an idea with a survey which is just for fun. The
idea is that over the next few months the club can learn about the members, so
feel free to fill in the form and send it to the Editor and get it published in the
magazine. Also add your own question which can be added to the list for next
month’s issue.
Name along with photo,
Occupation,
Been a member of SAM since....,
Best thing about belonging to SAM.
First bike ridden and when.
Current bike(s).
Best bike ever ridden.
Worst bike ever ridden.
Favourite road, (home & abroad).
Favourite drink, food, TV show etc.
Hobbies.
If you could change one law, what would it be.
Person you admire most.
Any ambitions still to achieve on a bike.
Person you admire most.
Any ambitions still to achieve on a bike.
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What is the silliest bike-related thing you've ever done.
Where would you like to retire to, if you could go tomorrow.
SuperMoto or WSB?
Valentio Rossi or Barry Sheene?
Chips or Bike Cops?
On road or Off road?

Touring or Track days?

Classic or Modern?

Open faced or Full faced?

Leathers or textile?
V twin or Flat 4
Did you like the program kick start - yes / No / Too young to remember.
Not so quick fire round.....
Most embarrassing bike drop.
Most miserable journey on a motorcycle.
Any "I don't believe I just did that" moments during home maintenance.
Longest distance pushing a motorcycle.
Most pointless motorcycling accessory ever bought.

If anyone would like this sent to them as a word file then please email the
editor and he’ll send it to you, saves copying and pasting.
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http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/
All adverts will be valid for one month, If the Editor is not told the
following month that the item is still for sale the advert will be removed.
Send your classified items to the Editor, contact details on page 3
Price for non-member classifieds is £5
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SAM Publicity Page

October 2011

I am sorry to say that this will be the last page that I contribute to the Observer,
for some time at least. As some of you may know, Rosina and I are planning to
spend the larger part of the year in Spain, with the prospect of a permanent
move at some future time. We leave almost immediately after the Copdock
Show and do not plan to return before next summer. My three-year term on the
Committee expires at the next AGM and I have informed the Chairman that it
would be inappropriate for me to stand for re-election.

I have thoroughly enjoyed my time working with the excellent Publicity Team
at a whole variety of events over the past years, and would like to take this
opportunity of recognising publicly the terrific contribution from Nigel and
from Paul in making these things happen. And of course to thank once again
the very many folk who have given their time to support SAM around the
county. We shall miss their camaraderie when riding amongst pastures new.

Joining SAM has been one of the very best things we have done, and we wish
the new team every success for the coming season. We shall of course continue
as members of the IAM and SAM (assuming Madam Treasurer will accept our
subscription in Euros!) We hope therefore that we shall still have the chance to
attend a few club nights and other events whilst home on leave, and will look
forward to greeting old friends when the opportunity arises.

Bill Dunham

(On behalf of the Publicity Team)

Nigel Chittock
01473-737356
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Motorcycle Dexterity 2011
& Control Days
(a.k.a. Slow Riding Days)
For every motorcycle spill that makes the local papers, there are many more
which never get much publicity. How many of you in your time riding have
never struggled to keep your bike upright while manoeuvring in a parking area,
or had to take a big dab with either foot while negotiating queues of commuter
traffic? Not many (if any). Very often in these situations the rider grabs a
handful of front brake, shortly followed by the resulting sound of expensive
plastic and metal making contact with the ground.
The SAM MD&C Days give you the opportunity to practice the art of riding a
motorcycle slowly, and to learn the techniques that will help you do it.
This year the venue will be the playground of Sidegate Primary School,
Sidegate Lane, Ipswich. IP4 4JD (Map in the Calendar on the SAM website).
Please contact the Senior Observer to book your place for the date you are
interested in attending. Before you attend one of SAM's Dexterity days, you
must inform your Insurance Company that you intend to practise slow
speed machine control in a school playground and ask them to confirm
that you will have full cover for this activity.
Dates of 2011
Date

Time

Senior Observer

Sunday Oct 16th
Saturday Nov 19th

09:00
09:00

Chris Smith
Derek Barker

Each session starts promptly at the stated time and lasts up to 4 hours
depending on numbers attending.
Please bring a drink and something to eat
as we will have a break and there are no
cafés nearby.
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SAM Discount Scheme
Motorcycle Clothing Centre, Wymondham -10% off full price stock.
Orwell Motorcycles, Ipswich. - Discounts always available, please ask +
Discounted MoTs.
Dave Barkshire Motorcycles, Norwich, - 10% off parts & accessories
etc.
Colchester Kawasaki - 10% off clothing and accessories.
T.K. Cope, Colchester - Up to 10% off clothing and accessories.
MaxMoto, Bury St Edmunds, - 10% off parts, clothing,
accessories.(Not tyres). 5% off workshop jobs. Certain exceptions may
apply!
Lind Motorrad BMW, Norwich - 10% off parts & accessories.
Washbrook Service Station - At least 10% off accessories in stock, (not
tyres), + discounted Mots.
Davey Bros Motorcycles - Discounted Mots.
Ipswich Motorcycle Accessories - 10% off all stock.
Autofit Ipswich Ltd - Discounts available, ask for Adrian Fitch.
Lings, Ipswich - 10% off Helmets, 5% off clothing, 5% off parts. Items
must be in stock.
Mototechniks, Stowupland - 10% off clothing, helmets, accessories,
oils, (not tyres), 5% off workshop jobs.
Chris Self Motorcycles who is offering SAM members the following
package:- MOT's £25, Non-OEM service items, oils, plugs, filters
batteries etc - 10% discount. Pairs of ZR rated tyres, fitted and balanced
to bike - 10% discount. ZR rated tyres fitted to "loose" wheels -15%
discount.
Parkinson Motorcycles, Colchester, - 10% off accessories & clothing.
C. J. Ball of Norwich. 10% discount on labour for servicing, not during
peak summer months.
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RiderMount, Layham. - 5% discount on orders placed at
www.RiderMount.com for all SAM members. Providers of GPS mounts
etc.
Proof of identity will be required, e.g. IAM and SAM membership cards to be
shown. If any other dealers would like to be included, please contact either

Nigel Chittock

or

Bill Dunham.

The cycling tour
The cycling tour of Britain passed through Ipswich on Saturday so I took a few
photos, I thought they might be of interest for the SAM magazine. I should
have got one of all the Police riders zooming through the narrow path in the
middle of Christchurch Park!
Cheers,
Tim
Spencer
&
page 15
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SAM has two online shops where you can purchase garments and gifts with the
SAM logo on them. In both cases you can save on postage costs by getting
together with other SAM members and combining your purchases.
The first shop is with a company called Spreadshirt. All the items
in this shop use one of three types of “printing”. With the flock or
flex “printing” the logo is cut from a sheet of material and then applied to the
item. Flock is similar to a fine felt, and flex is a plastic/nylon type material. For
the digitally printed items the logo is printed on to a special transfer sheet and
then applied to the item.

The second shop is with a company called SewPersonal. All the
items in this shop have the SAM logo embroidered on them in a
choice of Green, Silver or Gold. NB. The initial prices you see displayed within
the shop do NOT include the cost of the logo. This will be added once you
select your colour option.

You can visit either shop online via SAM’s website
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/sam-shop.html
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FOR YOUR MOTORCYCLE TYRES

AUTOFIT(Ipswich) Ltd
OUT FOR A SCRATCH OR A LONG
DISTANCE TOUR HAVE A WORD
WITH ADRIAN
“GOOD ADVICE FOR SURE”
KEEN PRICES, HELPFUL ADVICE…
Autofit (Ipswich) Ltd
8-10 Britannia Rd., IPSWICH, IP4 4PE
Tel: 01473 723325 Fax: 01473 274966
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October’s Editorial
I went up to Hunstanton on the Saturday
evening on the 3rd September, to meet my
other bike club the KGT who were
camping over the weekend. Due to work
and family I could only get away in the
evening. Had a good run up and back
down. 120 miles return, saw a few deer
on the way home, which stayed where
they were. Going through Thetford Forest
the car parks were full, at 11.30 pm…
what on earth was going on…
Next day I thought I would hide in the bushes, well not quite, stood by the side
of the road as the Wells breakfast run was come past and as I only live a few
miles from the roundabout at Ixworth, it was silly to go all the way to
Stowmarket to come all the way back, I got a few shots but my chosen spot
was not very good as I had the sun in front of me and the pictures are very
dark. Never mind next time.
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Been having a few hitch hikers on the
bike, one was an earwig which as I
left was walking across the top of the
windscreen and hung on till I got
home, at one point when I had hit
warp speed it was hanging on with 2
legs and the rest surfing the wind. My
other guest was a snail that started
sliming his way over the windscreen,
so I stopped and let him off.
Thank you to the following who have
contributed to this month’s magazine:
This month’s cover picture
was provided by Mike
Robert who also did the
picture editing and graphical
work.
Noami Roberts for her caption competition picture.
1600GT Vs 1600GTL by Paul Kennedy
Information on the SAM Forum by Mike Roberts
Mike Roberts for is request for cover pictures
John Sillett for arranging the Breakfast ride out.
Pictures from the cycle race round Ipswich by Tim Spencer
Dear Sam, By Sonnie Westley
Who do you think you are…… By the Committee and send your
answers to the Editor.
Pictures from the Wells-next-the-Sea breakfast run by Me
Publicity page by Bill Dunham
Nigel Chittock for the SAM discount scheme.
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I have also changed the copy deadline, which is now the Friday after club
night, that gives me time to format the magazine, Printers to print, Susan
Smith to post out so that it arrives on your door mat Friday or Saturday before
the next club night.
This month is the worst issue in almost 2 years that I have done, in a bad month
we have 40 pages, good months 44 or even 48 pages, but this month I can
barely get 32 pages, what’s going on ? , has no-one used their bikes this
month.? I don’t write the magazine all I do is format and put YOUR articles in
it, but if I have nothing…..
I have emailed a few members, and I am picking on members who’s name I
don’t recognise, asking for them to write something for the magazine, but as of
yet nothing has come through. Let’s make this club different and special, not
only because we promote safe motorcycling in Suffolk but the fact that
members get involved with the club which in turn attracts other motorcyclist to
join. So if you are a lucky member who gets picked please send something in
even if it is a photo and a few lines, as Mr Tesco says…
Next year we are going to change the magazine, the Caption competition is
coming out as we only have 1 or 2 entries on club night, so we need a new
features that the club would take part in, over to you, if you have any ideas
that we can add as a competition
Safe Riding

Felix...

Editor for
Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclists and Kawasaki GT club magazines.
If you’d like to help save the Group on the printing and postage costs of your
monthly ‘hard copy’ of the ‘SAM Observer’ by opting to receive an email
notification instead, then please give me your email details on Group Night or
send me an email.
I hope that you have been enjoying the reports that members who go on ride
outs have written, and as you can see it doesn’t have to be a wordy passage, so
feel free to scribble a few words down, a few pictures and next month you will
have another great magazine to read.
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Our Venue
Group Nights start at 7:30 pm on the third Tuesday of every month at
The Valley Restaurant, Fynn Valley Golf Club, Witnesham. IP6 9JA
All facilities, including bar and restaurant are available from 6pm.

Map courtesy of www.openstreetmap.org
Creative Commons Licence
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Observer Associate Charter
Purpose
The purpose of the Charter is to make clear the definition of what is expected
in Observer / Associate relationship.
The Observers
Have made the effort to train, not only for the IAM test but have taken part in
extensive Observer training to become Observers for the group. They are a
valuable asset to the group and give of their time freely, except for a small
contribution from the associates for their expenses. Observers attend regular
refresher training sessions with Senior Observers, support theory nights and
Riding Dexterity days.
The Associates
Are expected to have an equal commitment with the goal being the
IAM test.
Are to be available for regular observed rides ideally every two
weeks with at least 100 practice miles being covered in that period.
Continuity cannot be maintained with regular gaps of three weeks or
more or no miles between observed rides.
Must agree the dates of the next runs at the debriefing and must
practice any improvement recommendations between the runs.
Will where possible attend a riding Dexterity Day to improve their
slow speed manoeuvres and control.
Must make an effort to study the theory by reading ‘How to be a
better rider’ and the Highway Code plus attend club Theory Nights when
possible.
Cancellation of a planned run due to poor weather conditions will
be at the discretion of the Observer. If after a period of one month, an
Observer has not heard from the Associate it will be assumed that interest
has been lost and the Associate will be placed back at the bottom of the
waiting list.
When the Observer feels the associate is riding consistently at the
test standard a Cross check will be arranged with a Senior Observer.
The Observer will give as much help and encouragement as
possible but the onus is on the associate to endeavour.
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SAM Events for your Dairy
October
Tuesday 18th

SAM Group Night Announcements at 19:30.
Followed by Guest speaker Kevin & Julia
Sanders.

Thursday 20th

Roadcraft Theory Evening Come along and
learn more about Roadcraft. Topic:Overtaking
Fynn Valley Golf Club 19:30

November
Sunday, 6th

Breakfast Run, The Pier Cafe, Southwold, UK
09:45

Saturday 12th

Coach trip leaving Ipswich app 10am, stopping
at Colchester Billy Elliott. This is now full.

Tuesday 15th

SAM Group Night, Announcements at 19:30.
Followed by Charlie Haylock
www.charliehaylock.com

Thursday 17th

Roadcraft Theory Evening Come along and
learn
more
about
Roadcraft.
Topic: Observation, Planning & Positioning.
Fynn Valley Golf Club 19:30

Sunday 19th

M/C Dexterity & Control, 09:00~13:00
Sidegate Primary School, Ipswich

December
Sunday, 4th

Breakfast Run, Mistley Place Park Tearooms,
Mistley, CO11 1ER,

Sunday 11th

Christmas Brunch run, TBA Car or Bike.

Tuesday 20th

SAM Group Night Cancelled

January 2012
Sunday 1st
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Well-next-the-Sea Breakfast Run
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